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ABSTRACT A large variety of animals has the ability to sense the geomagnetic field and utilize it as a source of directional
(compass) information. It is not known by which biophysical mechanism this magnetoreception is achieved. We investigate
the possibility that magnetoreception involves radical-pair processes that are governed by anisotropic hyperfine coupling
between (unpaired) electron and nuclear spins. We will show theoretically that fields of geomagnetic field strength and weaker
can produce significantly different reaction yields for different alignments of the radical pairs with the magnetic field. As a
model for a magnetic sensory organ we propose a system of radical pairs being 1) orientationally ordered in a molecular
substrate and 2) exhibiting changes in the reaction yields that affect the visual transduction pathway. We evaluate threedimensional visual modulation patterns that can arise from the influence of the geomagnetic field on radical-pair systems. The
variations of these patterns with orientation and field strength can furnish the magnetic compass ability of birds with the same
characteristics as observed in behavioral experiments. We propose that the recently discovered photoreceptor cryptochrome
is part of the magnetoreception system and suggest further studies to prove or disprove this hypothesis.

INTRODUCTION
The hypothesis that migrating birds utilize the geomagnetic
field for orientation had been proposed as early as 1859
(von Middendorff, 1859). The use of a magnetic compass
by migratory birds was first demonstrated for European
robins in 1966 (Wiltschko and Merkel, 1966) and, since
then, in 17 further species (Wiltschko and Wiltschko, 1996).
However, the biophysical mechanism of magnetoreception
is still unknown. Among the theoretical models for magnetoreception mechanisms that have been proposed, the use of
magnetite particles as magnetoreceptors and photoreceptorbased mechanisms involving direct magnetic effects on the
visual transduction process have received the most attention. Suggestions for a magnetite-based magnetoreceptor
include freely rotating single-domain magnetite particles
(Kirschvink and Gould, 1981), fixed super-paramagnetic
magnetite particles (Kirschvink et al., 1985), or magnetitecontaining liquid crystals (Edmonds, 1996). Three different
hypotheses for photoreceptor-based mechanisms have been
proposed. Leask (1977) suggests a radiofrequency resonance process acting on a hypothetical triplet state of the
visual pigment rhodopsin. Hong (1977, 1995) proposed the
magneto-orientation effect of rhodopsins, which occurs at
field strengths of 1000 times the geomagnetic field strength
due to oriented diamagnetic anisotropy, as a possible mechanism. For much weaker field strengths (10 –20 times geomagnetic strength) magnetic field effects have been observed to influence radical-pair reactions in polar liquids
(Schulten et al., 1976) and under laboratory conditions in
photosynthetic bacteria (Werner et al., 1978). These studies
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led to the third suggestion that a radical-pair mechanism can
act as a chemical sensor for magnetic compass orientation
(Schulten et al., 1978; Schulten, 1982; Schulten and Windemuth, 1986).
Any theoretical model has to explain the experimentally
determined features of the avian magnetic compass. In a
variety of studies of migratory birds including short-distance and long-distance migrants, birds of the northern as
well as of the southern hemisphere, night, twilight, and day
migrants (Wiltschko and Wiltschko, 1996), the magnetic
compass was shown to be an inclination compass, i.e., it is
sensitive to the axis but not to the polarity of the magnetic
field lines. Inverting the vertical component of the field
lines had the same effect as inverting the horizontal component; a reversal of both components, which means an
inversion of the polarity, did not alter the bird’s behavior
(Wiltschko and Wiltschko, 1972).
Magnetic compass orientation has been shown to be
dependent on the wavelength of the ambient light. While
European robins and Australian silvereyes showed good
orientation under blue light (peak at 443 nm) and green light
(peak at 565 nm), they were disoriented under red light
(peak at 630 nm) (Wiltschko et al., 1993; Wiltschko and
Wiltschko, 1995b). The high activity under red light suggests that the birds could perceive the red light, since
nocturnal migrants show no activity during darkness (Gwinner, 1974). Also, all of the above wavelengths are within the
visible range of passerines in species for which the spectral
sensitivity has been measured (Maier and Bowmaker,
1993). Very recent behavioral experiments show that European robins cannot orient under yellow-orange light (peak at
590 nm), although there is a significant overlap between the
green light (half-maximum bandwidth 550 –583 nm), where
orientation was excellent, and the yellow light (half-maximum bandwidth 572– 609 nm) without orientation
(Wiltschko and Wiltschko, 1999). In the context of a visionbased magnetoreception mechanism, these findings suggest
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that light with an energy above a certain threshold is needed
for the mechanism to work.
Further evidence for a light-dependent magnetoreception
mechanism is given by measurements that show that neurophysiological responses depend on the presence of light
and an intact retina (Semm and Demaine, 1986; Semm and
Schneider, 1991). Responses to changes in the magnetic
field could be recorded from two areas on the optic system:
the nucleus of the basal optic root (nBOR) and the tectum
opticum. In both areas, only one type of cell, directionselective cells, responded to magnetic stimuli. Of these,
⬃60% showed increased spike frequencies, ⬃10% were
inhibited, and the others showed no change (Semm et al.,
1984; Semm and Demaine, 1986).
A third important property of the bird’s magnetic compass is the limitation of its sensitivity to a narrow range of
magnetic intensities. Robins captured and kept in a local
magnetic field of 0.46 G were able to orient only within a
narrow intensity window that included 0.43 and 0.54 G, but
were disoriented for 0.16, 0.34, 0.6, 0.81, and 1.5 G
(Wiltschko and Wiltschko, 1972; Wiltschko, 1978).
In this article we will follow the suggestion of Schulten et
al. (1978), Schulten (1982), and Schulten and Windemuth
(1986) and investigate the radical-pair mechanism as a
possible theoretical model for a magnetic compass. We will
present a theoretical framework for a vision-based magnetoreception mechanism that connects the molecular and
quantum properties of radical-pair processes with the behavioral responses of a bird. The major challenges in doing
so can be summarized in three questions: can a magnetic
field as weak as 0.5 G produce significant effects on radicalpair processes? At which point in the visual transduction
pathway could a radical-pair mechanism be involved as a
magnetoreception mechanism? How do the effects on the
receptor level translate into visual perception and, ultimately, the behavior of the bird?
The first question addresses the physical feasibility of
magnetoreception through a radical-pair process. The energy of magnetic interaction per particle involved in radicalpair processes is much smaller than the average thermal
energy per particle under ordinary conditions (i.e., temperature, pressure, etc.) where biochemical reactions take
place. However, this does not necessarily imply that magnetic field effects on radical-pair reactions become undetectable, since the spin of electrons bound to biomolecules
is not coupled strongly to the thermal bath. The effects of
magnetic fields on the procession of electron spins is determined by the relation between strength of magnetic field,
strength of hyperfine coupling, and lifetime of the radical
pairs. Thermal relaxation is only one of several factors that
influence the radical-pair lifetime. In this article the effect of
weak magnetic fields on an orientationally ordered system
of radical pairs with anisotropic hyperfine coupling is evaluated. The main goal of this article is to provide a proof of
the principle that a radical-pair system can act as a geomagBiophysical Journal 78(2) 707–718
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netic compass system by showing that a field of the strength
of 0.5 G can produce effects that significantly differ for
different orientations of the radical pairs. We will explain
the quantum-mechanical mechanism by which effects on
product yields of radical pairs are achieved for earthstrength magnetic fields.
While the first question can be answered within the
framework of quantum physics, the question of where such
a radical-pair mechanism could occur in the visual pathway
must be answered by biochemical or neurophysiological
experiments, and suggestions have to be speculative. Recently, however, a new class of photoreceptors has been
found in the eyes of mammals that deserves consideration as
a magnetoreceptor. This new class is the cryptochromes,
which have been shown to be involved in the regulation of
the circadian rhythm (Cashmore et al., 1999). We provide
arguments that suggest the possibility that cryptochromes
might also be involved in magnetoreception. We hope to
prompt experiments designed to prove or disprove the involvement of these hypothetical receptors.
Whatever the exact transduction mechanism, the magnetic field effects on the model substrate system can be used
to evaluate, in an anthropomorphic picture, how these effects translate into a modulation of visual perception. The
visual modulation patterns are a representation for the output from the magnetic compass that can be used to arrive at
qualitative predictions of animal behavior. We will show
that all of the above-mentioned behavioral findings emerge
as properties of the model presented in this article.

THEORY
The radical-pair mechanism, by which a magnetic field alters the product
yields of radical-pair reactions, is by now well established theoretically and
experimentally (Salikhov et al., 1984; Steiner and Ulrich, 1989). Magnetic
field effects have been studied on radical-pair systems in solution (Schulten
et al., 1976; Werner et al., 1977; Haberkorn, 1977; Schulten and Weller,
1978) and in a bacterial photosynthetic reaction center [Werner et al., 1978;
Haberkorn and Michel-Beyerle, 1979; see also reviews (Hoff, 1981; Schulten, 1982; Boxer et al., 1983]. Changes in product yields by magnetic fields
of 10 –100 G are well-documented as reviewed in Steiner and Ulrich
(1989). The radical-pair mechanism has also been investigated in the
context of possible effects of magnetic fields on biological systems other
than photosynthesis (Grissom, 1995), in particular in the context of effects
on enzymatic reactions (Canfield et al., 1996; Harkins and Grissom, 1994).
Recently, attention in the field has focused on the effects of weak magnetic
fields on radical-pair reaction product yields (Brocklehurst and McLaughlan, 1996). An effect opposite in direction to the effects of higher magnetic
field strengths has been predicted theoretically for geomagnetic field
strength (Brocklehurst, 1976; Timmel et al., 1998) and measured experimentally under laboratory conditions (Batchelor et al., 1993).
A simple radical-pair reaction scheme, which can act as a chemical
magnetoreceptor mechanism as suggested originally in Schulten et al.
(1978), Schulten (1982), and Schulten and Windemuth (1986), is depicted
in Fig. 1. The reaction scheme encompasses three steps. In the first step, an
excited donor molecule D* transfers an electron to an acceptor molecule A,
resulting in a radical pair D⫹ ⫹ A⫺. It is crucial for the magnetic field
effect that the radical pair is formed in an (electron) spin-correlated singlet
or triplet state. Such a spin-correlated radical pair can be generated, for
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Here, [A, B]⫾ ⫽ AB ⫾ BA, QS is the singlet projection operator, the initial
condition for the density matrix is (0) ⫽ QS/Tr QS since the radical pair
is assumed to be initially in a singlet state, and H denotes the spin
Hamiltonian of the radical pair. The three terms in Eq. 3 account, respectively, for singlet-triplet interconversion in the radical pair governed by the
spin Hamiltonian H, decay of radical pairs to singlet products, and decay
of radical pairs to triplet products.
If one assumes that the recombination rates are spin-independent, i.e.,
k ⫽ kS ⫽ kT, the spin-dependent evolution of the density matrix decouples
from the first-order decay kinetics through recombination, which allows
one to express the density matrix in the form

FIGURE 1 Reaction scheme for a radical pair reaction with magnetic
field-dependent reaction products. The radical pair is generated by an
electron transfer from a donor molecule D to an acceptor molecule A. An
external magnetic field affects interconversion between singlet and triplet
states of the radical pair.
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where Tr A ⫽ 兺i Aii, and QT is the triplet projection operator; (t) is the
density matrix with its time-dependence governed by the stochastic
Liouville equation (Kubo, 1969)
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As pointed out in Timmel et al. (1998), the effect of weak (meaning
field strength is small compared to the hyperfine coupling strength) magnetic fields can be understood from the cosine term in Eq. 5. Due to the
Zeeman interaction, otherwise degenerate energy levels split and cause
oscillations between singlet and triplet states, thus enhancing singlet-triplet
mixing and increasing the triplet yield. This effect is opposite to the
magnetic field effects for field strengths comparable to the hyperfine
coupling strengths, which essentially shift the energy of triplet states with
non-zero magnetic quantum numbers away from the singlet state energy
and, thus, decrease singlet-triplet mixing and the triplet yield. The triplet
yield for weak magnetic fields does not only depend on the strength of the
applied magnetic field, but also on the ratio between the magnetic field
strength and the recombination rates. To analyze this relation further, we
choose for the sake of clarity a particular simple Hamiltonian.
For a pair of radicals j, j ⫽ 1, 2, each with a single electron spin Sj and
a single spin-1/2 nucleus Ij, the spin Hamiltonian is
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where បwi denotes the energy of the eigenstate 兩i典 of the Hamiltonian H.
Evaluating the integral in Eq. 1 gives the triplet yield

0

where T(t) is the fraction of radical pairs in the triplet state at any given
time t, and kT is a first-order reaction rate constant. T(t) can be evaluated
according to

(4)

Here, N is the number of nuclear spin states. Insertion of Eq. 4 into Eq. 2
yields
4N

example, by photoinduced electron transfer. In this case, the transfer is
induced by photoexcitation of the donor, either through direct light absorption by the donor or through light absorption by a different photoreceptor
and subsequent excitation transfer to the donor. Usually, the photoexcited
donor and the acceptor will be in singlet states before electron transfer, thus
forming an overall singlet state. Electron transfer will then not change the
spin correlation, so that the radical pair is generated in an overall singlet
state.
Once the radical pair is generated in a spin-correlated state, its singlet
and triplet states will be interconverted by the hyperfine interaction given
that 1) exchange or dipolar couplings between the electrons are weak
compared to the hyperfine couplings, and 2) the recombination reactions
are slow enough to allow significant singlet-triplet conversion to take
place. This singlet-triplet interconversion, representing the second step in
the radical-pair reaction scheme, can be influenced by a magnetic field as
detailed below.
In the final step, singlet and triplet pairs will react to give distinct
products, thus depleting the population of radical pairs with respective rate
constants kS and kT. A simple example for such a reaction is electron
back-transfer from the acceptor radical to the donor radical, generating a
pair of molecules in either a singlet or a triplet state.
To evaluate the triplet yield for a radical pair, we assume that the radical
pair is geometrically fixed in a substrate and generated in a singlet state.
The triplet yield ⌽T is defined as the amount of products decaying via the
triplet channel,
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with

In Eq. 8, the first term accounts for the Zeeman interaction and the second
term for the hyperfine interaction; B is the Bohr magneton of the electron.
The g-values are chosen to be g ⫽ 2 for both radicals. For strong magnetic
fields (⬎1000 G), singlet-triplet interconversion can occur by virtue of the
different Zeeman interactions due to differences in g-values (Boxer et al.,
1982), but this effect can be neglected for magnetic fields ⬍10 G, which
we investigate here. Aj denotes the hyperfine coupling tensor, a 3 ⫻ 3
matrix.
For the radical pair to be sensitive to different alignments to the
magnetic field, it is necessary that the hyperfine coupling tensor be anisotropic. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the hyperfine coupling is
Biophysical Journal 78(2) 707–718
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anisotropic for only one of the radicals, i.e.,
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(9)

while the hyperfine coupling tensor of the second radical is isotropic, i.e.,
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The chosen model system is a particularly simple one, crudely approximating the behavior of biological radical pairs by a radical pair with only
two nuclear spins, assuming spin-independent decay kinetics, and choosing
the specific hyperfine coupling tensors given above. The simple model
serves mainly to demonstrate how the interplay among hyperfine coupling
strength, magnetic field strength, and recombination times, as well as the
alignment of the radical pairs with respect to the magnetic field, affects the
magnitude of magnetic field effects. We will discuss below how far the
simplifications will affect the predictions made. Our interest here is to
obtain qualitative results from model calculations to illustrate how magnetic compass orientation might work in birds.

RESULTS
Magnetic field effects for radical pairs with
anisotropic hyperfine coupling
The role of magnetic field strength and radical-pair lifetime
on the yield of triplet products of a radical-pair process with
anisotropic hyperfine coupling is demonstrated in Fig. 2.
The triplet yields shown were evaluated according to Eq. 6
using the Hamiltonian with hyperfine couplings as defined
in Eqs. 9 and 10. The z axis of the radical pair was aligned
at an angle of 68° with the magnetic field vector, which is
the angle for which an earth-strength magnetic field produces the largest triplet yield (cf. Fig. 4).
As can be seen from Fig. 2, even magnetic fields weaker
than 0.5 G produce a significant increase of the triplet yield,
which is more pronounced the slower the radical-pair decay

FIGURE 2 Dependence of triplet quantum yields ⌽T on radical-pair
decay rates k and strength of an external magnetic field B. ⌽T is evaluated
according to Eq. 6 for the radical pair model with anisotropic hyperfine
coupling as described in Eqs. 8 –10. The z axis of the radical pair has been
aligned at an angle of 68° with respect to the magnetic field vector.
Biophysical Journal 78(2) 707–718

rates are. For larger magnetic fields the effect is the opposite: the triplet yield drops slowly. This latter decrease is the
magnetic field effect predicted and observed in radical-pair
processes over 20 years ago, as reviewed in Steiner and
Ulrich (1989). For the purposes of magnetic compass orientation this effect is negligible, as it only produces changes
of a few percent over a range of 5 G.
The effect of the radical-pair decay rates on triplet yields
has a twofold origin. For very high decay rates (⬎10 s⫺1)
the fast decay of the radical pair prevents efficient singlettriplet mixing, as can be seen by the decrease of the triplet
yields at zero magnetic field. For such fast decays the
effects of the magnetic fields become hardly detectable. For
slower decays (decay rates ⬍10 s⫺1) and large magnetic
fields, the drop in triplet yields for increasing magnetic
fields is essentially unaffected by the decay rates. In contrast, the effect of weak magnetic fields depends significantly on the value of the decay rate. This is demonstrated
in Fig. 3, where the effects of weak magnetic fields are
shown. The sensitivity of the radical-pair system to weak
magnetic fields increases significantly with lower decay
rates.
Given the significant influence of the radical-pair decay
rates, one has to ask what the values of the decay rates are
in biological systems. Recently, the decay rates of radical
pairs have been measured in a protein environment through
flash photolysis (Mohtat et al., 1998), resulting in decay
rates between 1 and 2 s⫺1 depending on the choice of
radicals and protein solutions. Though this result may not be
representative, it shows that a radical-pair decay rate of 1
s⫺1 can be achieved in biological systems. It is reasonable
to assume that nature has optimized the decay rates through
evolution so as to provide a maximum effect. For a decay
rate of 1 s⫺1, the triplet yield is increased from the zero
field value of 0.56 to 0.61, 0.66, 0.69, 0.71, and 0.74 for

FIGURE 3 Triplet quantum yields ⌽T evaluated as in Fig. 2. The figure
shows the significant influence of the radical pair decay rates on the
strength of the effects of weak magnetic fields (below geomagnetic field
strength).
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respective field strengths of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 G (cf.
Fig. 3). We will assume a decay rate of 1 s⫺1 throughout
our further calculations.
The validity of the presented results is based on the
particular values chosen for the hyperfine coupling strength.
It should be noted that it is the ratio between magnetic field
strength and hyperfine coupling strength, and the ratio between decay rate and hyperfine coupling strength, that influence the triplet yield. If the hyperfine coupling is five
times as large as the one chosen in our present description,
an increase of the magnetic field strength and decay rate by
a factor of five will produce the same effects.
To obtain directional information from the geomagnetic
field it is not enough that a radical-pair reaction is influenced by a 0.5 G magnetic field, but it is necessary that
there is a significant difference between the effects of a 0.5
G magnetic field on radical pairs with different orientations
with respect to the field.
The dependence of the triplet yield on the angle  between the z axis of the radical pair and the magnetic field
vector is shown in Fig. 4 for the ranges 0 –2.5 G and 0°–90°.
The symmetry of the spin dynamics does not require consideration of a wider angular range since the orientational
effect is only dependent on the axis of the field, not on the
direction of the field with respect to a given axis. Also, the
field dependence is symmetric with respect to a change of
tilt angle from  to a value 180° ⫺ . This symmetry derives
from the nearly isotropic distribution of the nuclear spins in
the initial state of the radical pair.
The results show that the variation in the triplet yield can
be as large as 25% for a field of 0.5 G. Interestingly, the
orientational variation does not increase with larger field
strengths. For a field of 2.5 G, the variation of the triplet
yield is ⬍10%. Fig. 4 demonstrates quite dramatically that,
given that the chosen parameters for hyperfine coupling and
decay rates are, indeed, in a range that can be realized by
biomolecular systems, the radical-pair mechanism furnishes

FIGURE 4 Triplet quantum yields evaluated for a radical pair with
anisotropic hyperfine coupling. Yields are shown as a function of the angle
 between magnetic field and radical pair as well as for different field
strengths.
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magnetosensory capacities within a small window of the
magnetic field strength. In the next section we will illustrate
how an animal’s visual system could exploit the chemistry
of a radical-pair mechanism to yield information on the
animal’s orientation relative to the geomagnetic field, but
we would like to stress that another sensory system, e.g.,
olfactory or tactile, could qualify as well.
Vision-based magnetic compass
Information on the orientation of the geomagnetic field can
be merged with sensory capacities of an animal if the
sensory transduction pathway can be influenced by a reaction involving a radical-pair mechanism and if the molecular system involving the latter is orientationally fixed. The
latter condition can be readily realized since sensory transduction involves cellular membranes that often assume an
ordered structure with large-scale orientational preferences
in a coordinate frame defined relative to a sensory organ of
the animal. A suitable example is vision, in which case the
rod and cone receptor cells hold the visual pigments in
membranes that are oriented tangentially to the retina of the
eye.
To model the effect of a field-dependent radical-pair
process on an animal’s vision one needs to specify how such
a process interacts with the visual pathway. For the purpose
of illustration we assume that the radical-pair process affects the sensitivity of the light receptors in the eye. This
modulation of sensitivity will result in a response pattern
that varies over the hemisphere of the eye. We model the
eye as displayed in Fig. 5 as a pinhole camera with an

FIGURE 5 Eye model used for the calculation of visual modulation
patterns. Rays 1 and 2 enter through an infinitesimal hole at O⬘ and are
projected onto a spherical retina. The receptor molecules are assumed to be
oriented normal to the retina surface (directions z1 and z2), thus forming
different angles with the direction of the magnetic field vector.
Biophysical Journal 78(2) 707–718
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infinitesimal opening at O⬘. The retina is assumed to be a
perfect sphere with the light receptors oriented normal to the
sphere (c.f. z1 and z2 in Fig. 5). The eye is assumed to be
cyclopean, i.e., in the center of the head. The direction of the
central line connecting O and O⬘, henceforth, will be referred to as the viewing or head direction.
The unmodified signal s is represented by an integer in
the range 0 –255. We show how vision would be modulated
if the bird was looking at a uniformly gray screen (s ⫽ 127)
measuring 62° ⫻ 62°. The modified signal s⬘ is determined
according to a linear transduction formula

s⬘共兲 ⫽ 127 ⫹ 255 ⫻ 关共⌽T共兲 ⫺ ⌽gauge兲M兴

(11)

where ⌽gauge represents the triplet yield averaged over all
angles and where M is an amplification factor. We have
chosen M ⫽ 4.
The patterns that describe the modification of view for
different head orientations are collected in Fig. 6. The
numbering “0” to “180” refers to the angles of the different
viewing directions with respect to the geomagnetic field
vector. The modulation pattern for a bird looking parallel to
the magnetic field lines (“0” in Fig. 6) is essentially a disk
in the center of vision. We found it convenient, for the sake
of illustration, to choose parameters such that the disk is
darker than the surroundings. Biologically, this could correspond to a decrease of sensitivity of the receptors in this
region. However, the magnetic compass would work similarly if receptor sensitivity is increased rather than decreased.
As can be seen in Fig. 6, the modulation pattern for a bird
looking antiparallel to the magnetic field lines (“180”) is
identical with the pattern for parallel orientation (“0”). This
shows that the radical-pair-based magnetic compass is intrinsically an inclination compass. The modulation pattern
does not directly differentiate geographic north and south,
but provides this information through the tilt of the geomagnetic field vector relative to the horizon. In the northern
hemisphere, the geomagnetic field lines point downward in
the northern direction, in the southern hemisphere they
point downward in the southern direction. Using the gravity
information provided through the vestibular system, a bird
can differentiate between north and south although the
modulation patterns are indistinguishable. However, a problem arises at the magnetic equator, where the geomagnetic
field axis lies within the horizontal plane and a bird misses
the cue of geomagnetic tilt that helps to differentiate north
from south.
To exemplify the connection between the visual modulation patterns and gravity information, we illustrate in Fig.
6 also the bird’s directions corresponding to the modulation
patterns for a bird flying at Urbana-Champaign, where the
inclination of the geomagnetic field is ⬃68°. This angle has
incidentally the same value as the angle  for which an
earth-strength magnetic field produces the largest effect on
Biophysical Journal 78(2) 707–718

FIGURE 6 Visual modulation patterns through the geomagnetic field
(0.5 G) for a bird looking into different directions at angles 0°, 30°, 60°,
90°, 120°, 150°, and 180° with the magnetic field vector. The patterns have
been evaluated assuming radical-pair receptors with anisotropic hyperfine
couplings arranged in the eye model depicted in Fig. 5. The schematic
illustrations next to the modulation patterns indicate the corresponding
direction into which a bird would be flying at Urbana-Champaign (geomagnetic field inclination of 68°).

triplet yields (see above), but the two angles are completely
unrelated.
It should be noted that the amplification factor M is
chosen in such a way that the magnetic field effects become
discernible to the human eye in a static picture. In life
vision, much weaker amplification would suffice because a
bird can detect the moving of the visual pattern induced by
the geomagnetic field (noticeable with head movement as
discussed below) since moving patterns are visually recognized with high sensitivity. However, this sensitivity can
only be illustrated through the use of a video representing an
animal’s vision, i.e., is beyond the static representation in
these pages.
To understand how information on the geomagnetic field
furnished through a radical-pair mechanism can be interpreted, one needs to consider how this information appears
during head movement. If the bird flies parallel to the
geomagnetic field vector and moves its head up, the disk
will follow its eyes, however, with a reduced angular velocity. The angular velocity depends on the eye-lens geometry. In our model, the disk moves with half the angular
velocity of the eye, as can be readily explained on the basis
of Fig. 5: the angular change of ray 1 is half that of z1, since
angle (1, O⬘, C) is half the angle (1, O, C). If the bird turns
its head up and down it will “see” a disk-like feature that
follows its head movement and is only in the center of
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vision if the animal looks parallel or antiparallel to the
geomagnetic field lines.
The same would be perceived by a bird looking parallel
to the magnetic field lines and moving its head forth and
back between east and west around a middle northern direction. In this case, turning toward east (west) from a
northern direction would result in the disk moving toward
the right (left) with half the angular velocity of the bird’s
movement.
The pictograms in Fig. 6 serve as illustrations for the
purpose of discussing the changes in modulation patterns if
the bird moved as depicted. However, the pictograms are
not representing a realistic behavioral situation, since birds
always try to keep their head in a horizontal position. To
also provide a realistic example, we show in Fig. 7 how the
modulation patterns change if a bird rotates in a plane
parallel to the horizon at Urbana-Champaign. Due to the
inclination angle of 68°, the rotation in this plane will
produce a superposition of the two effects discussed above
and, thus, result in the nontrivial changes in the modulation
patterns discernible in Fig. 7.
The modulation patterns in Figs. 6 and 7 display the same
symmetry that has been observed for the angular dependence of the magnetic field effects (see above). The biolog-

FIGURE 7 Visual modulation patterns through the geomagnetic field
(0.5 G) for a bird flying parallel to the horizon at Urbana-Champaign
(geomagnetic field inclination of 68°) and looking toward N, NE, E, SE, S,
SW, W, and NW. The patterns have been evaluated assuming radical-pair
receptors with anisotropic hyperfine couplings arranged in the eye model
depicted in Fig. 5.
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ical effect of these symmetries is that the modulation patterns provide only axial information, but not information
about the polarity of the magnetic field, in agreement with
behavioral studies.
In Fig. 8 the modulation patterns are displayed for field
strengths of 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 5.0 G and a bird
looking parallel to the geomagnetic field vector. The different field strengths have an effect on the contrast and the
shape of the modulation pattern. The contrast is strongest
for fields of 0.5 and 1.0 G and decreases for larger or
smaller fields resulting in a hardly noticeable modulation
for a 0.1 G field. These results are in agreement with the
experimental findings that birds were able to orient only
within a narrow intensity window ranging from ⬃30%
below to ⬃30% above the intensity of the ambient 0.46 G
field in which they were kept (Wiltschko and Wiltschko,
1972).
However, the more recent experimental findings
(Wiltschko, 1978) proved to be more complex: After three
days of acclimatization the birds were able to orient in fields
outside the normal range, e.g., 0.16 or 1.5 G. In the case of
acclimatization to the 1.5 G fields, the birds were able to
orient in both the 1.5 G and the ambient 0.46 field, but not
at an intermediate field strength of 0.81 G. The modulation
patterns in Fig. 8 provide a possible explanation. In addition
to the contrast, the qualitative features of the modulation
pattern also change when the field strengths change. The
central disk changes in size, being larger for smaller field
strengths. For fields with much larger or smaller field
strengths than the geomagnetic field, the central disk becomes less noticeable. For a 5 G magnetic field, a new

FIGURE 8 Visual modulation patterns through magnetic fields of 0.1,
0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 5.0 G for a bird looking parallel to the magnetic field
lines. Changes in the field strength induce changes in the contrast of the
modulation pattern, e.g., the central disk feature that is clearly visible for
0.5 and 1.0 G field strengths becomes less visible for lower and higher
magnetic fields. In addition, qualitative changes can be observed, such as
the occurrence of a new ring feature for higher (5 G) magnetic fields.
Biophysical Journal 78(2) 707–718
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ring-like feature is more prominent than the disk. A bird that
is used to seeing the disk moving around might first be
disoriented at higher fields until it becomes familiar with the
new pattern. Familiarity with the new pattern would not
prevent the bird from orienting with the familiar pattern
generated by the geomagnetic field. A pattern at an intermediate intensity, however, might be sufficiently different
from the patterns at both geomagnetic and high field
intensities to be unfamiliar to the bird, thus leading to
disorientation.
The modulation patterns in Figs. 6 – 8 should be considered formal, anthropomorphic representations of the bird’s
impression of magnetic field stimuli through an ordered
photoreceptor system, and not a representation of what a
bird really sees. The actual visual imaging system of a bird
involving two eyes, providing nearly 360° vision with variations in sensitivity over different retina areas and a nonspherical retina geometry, will result in additional variations
of the modulation patterns and differences in the way this
modulation information is processed. One should also keep
in mind that birds may evoke other senses than vision for
the purpose of magnetoreception.

DISCUSSION
We have investigated a mechanism by which an earthstrength magnetic field can influence the product yield of a
radical-pair reaction. We have shown through quantum mechanical calculations that triplet yields in a radical pair with
one electron and one nuclear spin on each radical can be
changed significantly, assuming anisotropic hyperfine coupling strengths and decay rates that have been realized in
biological systems. Within the framework of our simple
model this provides evidence that the discussed hyperfine
interaction mechanism can provide magnetosensory capability for an earth-strength magnetic field.
As pointed out in the presentation of the theory, the
suggested mechanism relies on the removal of degeneracies
in the zero-field spin states through the influence of the
external magnetic field. In real biological systems, radicals
are likely to have more than one nuclear spin that interacts
with the electron spin. In addition, dipolar and other electrostatic couplings exist. All of these interactions can remove the zero-field degeneracies, thus resulting in a decrease of the magnetic field effect. Furthermore, the radicalpair lifetime of ⬎100 ns, required for significant magnetic
field effects to build up, is long enough so that the radical
pair can lose its spin coherence through well-known spinlattice relaxation or dephasing processes, which would
again diminish field effects. These effects have not been
included in the current model since their study is computationally expensive and unlikely to yield new insights beyond the ones presented without a knowledge of the molecule in question.
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Despite all of these putative objections, effects of earthstrength magnetic fields have been observed under laboratory conditions in certain chemical systems, such as in
pyrene ⫹ dicyanobenzene radical pairs (Batchelor et al.,
1993). However, the observed field effects are smaller
(⬃1%) than theoretically predicted. It is possible that conditions within bird tissues allow similar field effects.
The effect of weak magnetic fields on radical pairs could,
in principle, have a second, alternative physical origin
(Brocklehurst and McLaughlan, 1996). If the electron exchange interaction, J, between two radicals equals the energetic shift of a magnetic triplet state through an external
magnetic field, crossing between the singlet state and one of
the magnetic triplet states can occur. This opens an additional channel for singlet-triplet interconversion and, consequently, leads to an increase in the triplet yield. Such
increases through this so-called J-resonance mechanism
have been observed for field strengths as low as 66 G
(Werner et al., 1993). In order for a 1 G magnetic field to
show J-resonance, the electron exchange interaction would
have to be of the order of 10⫺8 eV, which might be achieved
if radical pairs are fixed at an appropriate distance. An
analysis of the magnitude of magnetic field effects through
J-resonance is beyond the scope of this article, but we
mention this mechanism for the sake of completeness.
The theoretical considerations in this article address a
possible primary magnetoreception mechanism in animals,
leaving the question open whether and how the primary
effects will be increased through subsequent amplification
processes. We predict changes in product yields of a primary radical-pair reaction of up to 25%, but as we discussed
above, the size of these changes might be reduced under
realistic biological conditions because of effects not included in our model. Whether an amplification of this
primary effect is then needed to provide magnetic compass
information depends not only on the strength of the effect,
but also on the way the primary reception process is connected to the nervous system. We suggest two possible ways
by which the described primary reaction could be amplified.
One suggestion is that a photoreceptor in the visual pathway, such as retinal, is part of the radical-pair system
involved in magnetoreception. In this case the magnetic
field-dependent reaction yield can directly modulate the
sensitivity of a visual receptor. It is well known that the
reception of a single photon by one visual receptor is
sufficiently amplified to produce a significant nerve signal
(as reviewed, e.g., in Bialek, 1987). A modulation of the
sensitivity of a single receptor through the magnetic field
will thus be increased through the amplification mechanisms involved in vision. An alternative suggestion is that a
neurotransmitter is part of the radical-pair system or a decay
product of the radical-pair reaction. Magnetic field effects
on a large number of radical pairs will then change the
number of neurotransmitters and result in an increase or
decrease of the signal in the nerve cell that receives the
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neurotransmitters. Further studies are necessary to determine the number of radical-pair receptors necessary for
amplification of the primary reaction yield change in the
presence of thermal and stochastic fluctuations so as to yield
a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio.
Summarizing the hypotheses, suggestions, and results in
this article, we can formulate the essential criteria that a
candidate for a photoreceptor-based magnetoreceptor has to
meet. 1) The magnetoreceptor should contain a pair of
molecules capable of a radical-pair reaction that can be
influenced by weak magnetic fields. 2) The magnetoreceptor should be linked to a photoreceptor that initiates the
radical-pair process upon excitation. In addition, the magnetoreceptor has to be connected to a nervous transduction
chain, such as, e.g., the visual transduction chain. 3) The
receptors have to be arranged in an ordered way to provide
the orientational dependence necessary for the compass to
work, i.e., their orientation should vary over a wide angular
region.
Although several senses could be influenced, we have
chosen vision, for the sake of illustration, to demonstrate the
feasibility of magnetic compass orientation in a model
based on the above assumptions. Using a simplistic eye
model, we have evaluated visual modulation patterns of
such a radical-pair-based magnetic compass. These patterns
represent the output from the magnetic compass and can be
compared directly to behavioral experiments. We have
shown that a radical-pair-based magnetic compass is in
agreement with the observed nonpolar response of the bird’s
inclination compass and also with the effects of field intensity on magnetic compass orientation of birds. The prediction of the necessity of light with an energy high enough to
initiate a radical-pair reaction for magnetic compass orientation to work has been a stimulus for experimental studies
that confirmed that magnetic compass orientation requires
the presence of high-energy (short wavelength) light to
work without disruption. Below, we will discuss more recent experimental findings about light involvement in more
detail. The radical-pair model presented in this article thus
proves to be compatible with all behavioral findings about
magnetic compass orientation. These results indicate that a
radical-pair-based magnetic compass can work in principle;
the question is whether this type of mechanism is indeed
used by birds for magnetic compass orientation. A definite
answer to this question will require identification of the
receptor molecule.
Recently, a novel class of photoreceptor molecules, cryptochromes, has been discovered in mammalian eyes. Cryptochromes are involved in the regulation of circadian
rhythms (Cashmore et al., 1999) for which magnetic field
effects have been reported (Moore-Ede et al., 1992). Cryptochromes indeed have a number of properties that suggest
them as a candidate for a radical-pair-based magnetoreceptor. Cryptochromes have evolved from evolutionary ancestors, the photolyases, as reviewed in Cashmore et al. (1999).
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Photolyases are proteins that mediate repair of defective
DNA by removing harmful Pyr–Pyr dimers. Photolyases
contain two cofactors, the flavin FADH⫺ and a second
chromophore. The DNA repair process is initiated by excitation of the second chromophore through 300 –500 nm
light and subsequent transfer of excitation to FADH⫺. The
activated FADH⫺ then transfers an electron to the Pyr pair,
thus generating a pair of a neutral FADH radical and a
dimer radical anion. The Pyr–Pyr⫺ radical is unstable and
undergoes spontaneous splitting followed by electron backtransfer (Sancar, 1994). The generation of a radical pair
upon light excitation is thus essential for the function of
photolyases. Because of their high homology to photolyases
it is likely that cryptochromes also engage in a radical-pair
reaction with a yet unknown substrate.
In mice retinas, cryptochromes have been expressed in
the inner nuclear layer (INL) in which they were found to be
distributed rather evenly over the whole layer (Miyamoto
and Sancar, 1998). In the inner nuclear layer, cryptochromes
are in the vicinity of the large displaced ganglion cells,
which also have been found to be distributed rather evenly
over the whole layer in pigeons (Fite et al., 1981). The large
displaced ganglion cells send axons through the inner plexiform layer and project into the nucleus of the basal optic
root (nBOR), in which electrophysiological responses to
magnetic stimuli have been measured (Semm and Demaine,
1986). Thus, cryptochromes are not only a likely candidate
for a radical-pair system in the eye, but furthermore provide
a natural link to a particular nerve cell in agreement with
experimental findings.
Moreover, cryptochromes contain light receptors, namely
the flavin FADH and, as second chromophore, the blue light
receptor pterin as cofactors. In photolyases the second chromophore acts as the main light absorber, as can be seen from
the action spectrum of DNA repair that exactly matches the
absorption spectrum of the second chromophore (Sancar,
1994). If the same holds true for cryptochromes, the absorption spectrum of the second chromophore should determine
in which range a cryptochrome-based magnetoreceptor is
operational. A variety of photoreceptors has been found to
act as second chromophores, all of which absorb in the blue
and green region of the spectrum. A cryptochrome-based
magnetoreceptor should thus switch off for monochromatic
light with wavelengths above a threshold in the blue or
green region of the spectrum. Indeed, experiments show that
birds are disoriented under yellow and red light, whereas
they orient under blue and green light (Wiltschko and
Wiltschko, 1999).
In newt (Phillips and Borland, 1992) and fruitfly (Phillips
and Sayeed, 1993) experiments, the animals have been
shown to be oriented correctly for short wavelength or full
spectrum light, to be oriented 90° in the wrong direction for
long wavelength light, and to be disoriented only at an
intermediate wavelength light. Recently, 90° shifts have
been observed in birds as well for high intensities of green
Biophysical Journal 78(2) 707–718
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monochromatic light (Wiltschko et al., 1999). Phillips and
co-workers (Phillips and Borland, 1992; Deutschlander et
al., 1999a) suggested that the behavior observed in newts
and fruitflies can be explained by the presence of two
antagonistic magnetoreceptors with different action spectra.
Such differences in the receptor sensitivity can be readily
accomplished by a cryptochrome-based magnetoreceptor.
For example, the magnetoreceptor for long wavelength light
could have a cofactor as second chromophore that is absorbing at longer wavelengths.
Alternatively, the putative second magnetoreceptor could
be excited by internal energy transfer, in which case light
absorption is no longer a prerequisite. Experimental findings such as the ability of fruitflies to orient in a magnetic
field in complete darkness, therefore, are not per se a
contradiction to a radical-pair-based receptor mechanism.
The modulation patterns presented here would then not
represent changes in the visual system, but in some other
nervous transduction system.
The studies in this article are, however, targeted toward
understanding the magnetoreceptor that is sensitive at and
dependent on the presence of short wavelength light. This
magnetoreceptor is the dominant receptor for magnetic
compass orientation under normal light conditions, since in
experiments with different wavelengths the behavioral responses at short wavelength monochromatic light are identical to the responses at full spectrum light.
As we have pointed out repeatedly above, the presented
model is a very simplified one. Its purpose is to provide a
framework that connects the molecular basis of the proposed magnetoreception mechanism to the animal’s behavior. The model presented thus allows a connection with
existing experiments as discussed above and, more importantly, can point to new experiments. We outline several
experiments that have a high potential for improving our
knowledge about the biophysical mechanism of magnetoreception and hope that we can stimulate the design of such
experiments.
A key hypothesis of the proposed magnetoreception
mechanism is the existence of an ordered system of radical
pairs linked to or including photoreceptors. Experiments
that can show that a magnetic field response is dependent on
a particular orientation of an animal’s organ with respect to
the polarization of the ambient light might provide evidence
for the proposed ordered system.
The presented model predicts qualitative changes of the
magnetic compass’ response with variations of the magnetic
field strength by a factor of two to five. Experimentally, the
influence of intensity changes in magnetic compass orientation has only been studied in one animal, the European
robin Erithacus rubecula (Wiltschko and Wiltschko, 1972;
Wiltschko, 1978). We would like to encourage similar studies with different animals to determine whether the observed intensity window, in which magnetic compass orientation is functional, is a general property of magnetic
Biophysical Journal 78(2) 707–718
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compass orientation. Assuming that such an intensity window exists, it is important to study whether animals can be
trained to orient at higher or lower magnetic field intensities
in order to characterize the magnetic compass of animals
further.
Another crucial step in identifying the magnetoreceptor is
the localization of the receptor region. In newts, it has
recently been shown that extraocular photoreceptors in the
pineal gland are mediating the magnetic compass response
(Deutschlander et al., 1999b). This breakthrough is not
directly generalizable to birds, for which it has been shown
that magnetic compass orientation is possible even after
removal of the pineal gland (Schneider et al., 1994). The
third animal with a proven light-dependent magnetic compass response, the fruitfly, might be particularly well suited
for investigations of the receptor region, since genetic variants lacking different photoreceptors are available.
Fruitflies are also of particular interest in regard to the
involvement of cryptochromes in magnetoreception suggested in this article. A test of this hypothetical involvement
is feasible since mutant strains of fruitflies lacking cryptochromes exist and a behavioral assay for the study of
magnetic field effects on fruitflies has already been developed (Phillips, personal communication). If the mutant
strains of fruitflies lacking cryptochromes are not able to
orient in the magnetic field, unlike their wild-type counterparts, this would greatly strengthen the case for an involvement of cryptochromes in magnetoreception.
Finally, a test of the radical-pair hypothesis might be
possible by applying appropriate radio frequency (1–10
MHz) AC electromagnetic fields as suggested by Phillips
(personal communication). Such fields could drive transitions between singlet and triplet states of radical pairs that
are separated through hyperfine couplings in the radio frequency range and, thus, disrupt singlet-triplet interconversion, resulting in changes of radical-pair-based magnetoreceptor response. In contrast, magnetite is not expected to be
influenced by radio frequency fields, but only by higher
energy (1–10 GHz) microwave fields (Kirschvink, 1996).
One problem in designing behavioral experiments is that the
lack of a magnetic response due to, e.g., radio frequency AC
fields, can mean that the magnetoreceptor mechanism is
disrupted, but it can also mean that other nervous systems
are disrupted while the magnetoreception mechanism is not
affected, resulting in the same lack of behavioral response.
However, if an animal exhibits different responses to magnetic fields such as, e.g., shoreward versus homing orientation in newts, and if these responses are based on different
magnetoreception mechanisms as currently debated (Phillips, 1986; Wiltschko and Wiltschko, 1995a; Beason et al.,
1995; Beason and Semm, 1996; Munro et al., 1997; Deutschlander et al., 1999a), then it might be possible to disrupt
just one of the two mechanisms, thus providing evidence
that not the complete nervous system, but only the magnetoreception mechanism underlying the light-dependent
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magnetic compass is disrupted (Phillips, personal communication). Rather than being a disadvantage, the suggested
existence of multiple magnetoreception mechanisms in one
animal might be the key to designing behavioral experiments that allow one to distinguish between alternative
hypotheses concerning the nature of the magnetoreception
mechanism.
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